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R. R. Conners, Director- North American Numbering Plan Administration 

This IL provides an update on the status of the CIC expansion plan. 

As e~pected, the supply of three-digit Feature Group D (FG D) carrier identification codes (OCs) 
has been exhausted; and on April 1, 1995 FG D CICs wen: officially expanded to four digits. 

The industry began addressing CIC exhaust and expansion in April, 1988. The resulting 
expansion plan is described in Industry Carriers Compatibility Forum dOCUillent ICCF 92-1127-
007. In August 1991, North American Numbering Plan Administration (NANPA) projected that 
FGD CICs would exhaust during the first half of 1995, which served as the target for completing 
OC expansion. 

The industry has revised the CIC assignment guidelines to reflect expansion. A copy of the most 
recent revision of the assignment guidelines, identified as INC 95-0127-006, is attached to this 
letter. 

Expansion will not immediately affect holders of existing three-digit FG D CICs. During a 
permissive period, which began April!, these codes, along with the associated "lOXXX'' dialing 
pattern, may still be used. The industry was not able to reach consensus on the length of the 
pennissive period, and the matter has been included in FCC Docket 92-237. Although the 
proceeding has not yet been concluded, the FCC has tenratively concluded that the permissive 
period will last for six years. 

The dialing pattern associated with four-digit FG D CICs is "101XXXX'', where "XXXX" is the 
four-digit CIC. During the permissive period, callers may dial 10XXX for three-digit FG :0 ClCs 
and lOlXXXX for four-digit CICs. Also, during the permissive period, the plan allows existing 
three-digit CICs to be dialed in four-digit form by preflXing a "0" to the OC. For example, CIC 
"222" expands to "0222" and may be dialed as "1010222". At the end of the pemlissive period, all 
CICs will be dialed in four-digit form. 
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During the pelll.lissive period the supply of new four-digit FG D CICs available for assignment is 
limited to the two thousand codes in the 5XXX and 6XXX ranges. In addition, voluntalj' return 
and reclamation may :n:sult in the occasional availability of one or more three-digit Fearure Group D 
earner identification codes. Returned or reclaimed three-digit FG D CICs will be assigned by 
NANPA using procedures and guidelines that are established by the INC for that pwpose. Until 
such procedures and guidelines are established, these CICs will be stockpiled for later assignment 

Important note: One particular localized application fot CICs has generated many assignment 
requests and could reduce the pool of available codes significantly. At NANPA's request, the 
FCC is investigating the application. Pending the results of their investigation, the FCC has 
instructed NANPA to continue temporarily the conservation measures in effect prior to expansion; 
i.e., to restrict assignment of FG D CICs to one per entity. Note that this dlrecrion supersedes the 
four-digit assignment guidelines, which say that an entity may request and obtain up to six FG D 
CICs. When and if this direction changes, we will so inform you. 

Questions about cazrier identification codes and their assignment may be directed to Wendy Messer 
on (908) 699-3054. 

R. R. Connen; 
Director 
North American Numbering Plan Administration 

Attachment 

Canier Identification Cooe Assignment Guidelines, April 7, 1995 Revision 
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CARRIER IDENTIFJCAT!ON COOs ASSIGNMENT GUIDELINES 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

This document describes guidelines for the assignment of Carrier Identification 
Codes (GIGs) in World Zone 1 and is a product of industry consensus reached under 
the aegis of the Industry Carriers Compatibility Forum (ICCF) .. The document will be 
maintained by the ICCF which will, therefore, be responsible for the determination of 
any necessary changes or updates. These guidelines do not detract from the ability 
of an appropriate governmental or regulatory agency to exercise authority over any 
and all issues herein. These guidelines and future changes to these guidelines will 
be submitted to the agencies for their review. In addition, it should be understood 
that these guidelines supersede any previously issued CIC assignment guidelines. 

These guidelines have been formulated with consideration of the following two 
legitimate needs. First, the recognition that the CICs represent a finite resource and 
should, therefore, be used efficiently and conserved to the extent possible; and 
second, that their prudent use is inherent in the provision of telecommunications 
services. Therefore. the guidelines should offer the greatest latitude in the provision 
of telecommunication services, while maintaining the effective management of a 
finite resource. 

The assignment practices detailed in these guidelines apply to the assignment of . 
C!Cs made directly by the North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) 
to a specific entity. (See Section 3.2 for CIC application procedures). Therefore, the 
maximum number of CICs an entity may be assigned under these guidelines 
pertains to the number of C!Cs the administrator may directly assign to that entity. 
Accordingly, codes obtained via means other than direct assignment by the NANPA 
are outside the scope of these assignment guidelines and hence, are not included in 
the maximum code assignment limits. The requirements specified in these 
guidelines will apply to all C!Cs (e.g., the access and usage requirements for 
retaining CICs) regardless of the manner through which an entity obtained a code. 

1.2 Definition and Use of C!Cs 

GIGs are numeric codes which are currently used to identify customers who 
purchase Feature Group B (FG B) and/or Feature Group D (FG D) access services.* 
These codes are primarily used for routing from the local exchange network to the 
access purchaser and for billing between the LEC and the access purchaser. 

CICs exist in the public domain, and as such, are a public resource. Assignment of a 
C!C to an entity in no way implies or infers ownership of the public resource by the 
entity. The availability of CICs will be monitored by the C!C administrator who will 
report on the continued assignment of this public resource on a regular basis to the 
FCC and the ICCF. 
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In addition to the use at CICs by the LEGs tor routing and billing of access, the CIC 
comprises part of the Carrier Access Code (CAC), a dialing sequence used by the 
general public to access a preferred provider of service. 

Specifically, the CAC can be in the following formats: 

For FG 8, the CAC is presently in the format 950-WXXX, where XXX 
is the FG 8 CIC, W =- 0 or 1 (an option to be determined by the 
entity upon CIC assignment). and X= 0 through 9. At some future, 
pre-designated time, FG 8 CICs will be expanded to four digits and 
the CAC will be in the format 950·XXXX where XXXX is the four 
digit CIC. 

For FG D, the CAC is presently in the format 1 OXXX, XXX is the FG 
D CIC, and X= 0 through 9. At a future, pre-designated time, FG · 
D CICs will be expanded to four digits and the CAC will be in the 
format 1 01 XXXX (note that the CAC will be expanded from 5 to 7 
digits), where XXXX is the four digit FG D CIC. 

1.3 Definition of an Entity 

CICs are assigned to access customers or industry entities. For purposes of these 
guidelines, an entity will be defined as follows. 

An entity is defined as a firm or group of firms under common ownership or 
control. 

Franchise operators are those individuals, groups, or firms granted the right or 
license to market a company's goods or services in a particular area. As there is a 
commonalty of economic interest in marketing conditions normally imposed on a 
franchise operator by the franchiser, these industry guidelines treat the franchiser as 
the relevant entity and not each individual franchise operator. The franchiser is 
eligible for CICs assigned to an entity up to the maximum number as determined by 
these guidelines. The franchise operators operating under the common franchise 
may each use the CICs under the guidance of the franchiser. On the assumption that 
franchise operators are operating in different territories, as may be dictated by the 
franchiser, no technical limitation on access service exists due to this CIC limit. 

For purposes of these guidelines "access services" Includes the purchase of trunk 
access for FG 8 or D, and, in the case of FG 8, translations access (where available). 

Although LECs are not formal "Purchasers• of FG 8 or FG D access, these guidelines do · not 
preclude LECs !rom being assigned CICs. 

New swHched access arrangements may be Identified which will supplement or supplant FG B 
and/or FG D. CICs will likely be required for some or all of these new arrangements. 
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1 .4 Administration of CICs and CIC Usage Reporting 

The assignment and management of ClCs will be administered by the North 
American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA}. At the direction of the NANPA, 
the access providers and the entities who are assigned ClCs will be requested to 
provide access and usage information to the NANPA, on a quarterly basis to ensure 
effective management of the ClC resource. (Holders of codes may respond to the 
request at their own election). The NANPA will use this information, not only to 
effectively manage the use of ClCs, but also to advise the industry as to the level of 
assignments, and to alert the industry to any concems, such as the potential for code 
exhaust. 

Further detail regarding these reports, including the suggested format and the 
address to which they should be submitted are shown in Appendix A. 

1.5 The Current CIC Pool 

Currently, CICs are drawn from a pool of 969 three digit codes. Both FG Band FG D 
assignments are made from this single pool, such that an assignment of a code for 
use solely for FG B or FG D use precludes the use of that code by another enttty for 
the alternate access arrangement. 

1.6 The Future CIC Pool 

The introduction of four digit FG B codes will occur first, followed after some time by 
the introduction of four digit FG D codes. Concurrent with the expansion of FG B CICs 
from three to four digits, FG B and FG D CIC resources will be split into two separate 
assignment pools. One pool will contain the four digit FG 8 resource; the other pool 
will contain the three digit FG D resource. 

At a pre-designated date (See Section 2.1 ), the FG 8 CIC format will be expanded to 
four digits. The expansion will provide a pool of approximately 9,000 codes and is 
necessary in light of the potential exhaust of the three digit codes and the 
subsequent inability - if no expansion were to take place -- of access suppliers to 
provide access services to new entrants. (Note: Only 9000 four digit FG 8 CICs are 
available for assignment because switches do net differentiate between CICs in the 
OXXX and 1 XXX ranges. If, in the future, changes in technology allow the distinction 
between 4 digit FG 8 CICs of the form OXXX and 1 XXX, separate assignment of 
those CICs will be considered). 

With split pools, FG Band FG D assignments will be made separately. Accordingly, 
an entity whose needs demand the use of FG B access only will be assigned a FG 8 
CIC, leaving the corresponding FG D CIC available for use by an entity whose needs 
require only FG D access. (See Section 3.5 for information on matching of FG B and 
FG D CICs). 

At a later pre-designated date, to be determined by the industry and based upon the 
exhaust of FG D codes, the FG D CIC pool will convert to a four digit resource. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION OF FOUR DIGIT CODES 

2.1 Four Digit FG B CICs 

When the NANPA ass1gns the SOOth three digit CIC, it will advise the industry of the 

date at which it intends to separate the assignment of FG 8 and FG D CICs and 

begin the assignment of tour digit FG B codes. Initially, four digit FG B assignments 

will be made from a single specific 1 OOOs block. The first 1 OOOs block from which 

four digit FG B CICs will be assigned will be the 5000s block, followed by the 6000s 

block. (The selection of the sooos and 6000s block will permit matching 

assignments to four digit FG D codes, when such codes become available. (See 

Section 3.5). Subsequent assignments will be made from the remaining blocks of 

numbers which will be opened sequentially, starting with the 2000s block, i.e .• 2000, 

3000, 4000, 7000, etc. Opening of subsequent thousand blocks is dependent solely 

upon the exhaust of the current available FG B CIC resource. 

The NANPA will monitor CIC assignments and usage and provide reports to the 

ICCF indicating the level of assignment and projecting the time of exhaust of the 

current pool of FG B CICs based on the then current assignment rate. The NANPA 

will formally notify the industry 2-1/2 years prior to the need tor the next 1 ooos block 

of FG B CICs. Actual assignment of the new FG B 1 OOOs block will begin six months 

before the projected exhaust of the current FG B CIC pool. 

The industry will review the need, in the future, to continue to restrict assignment of 

FG B CICs to specific 1 OOOs blocks. The industry will determine if, when technically 

practicable, this ·restriction will be lifted, and FG 8 four digit assignments will be 

available from the full range of (9,000) FG B CICs. 

2.2 Four Digit FG 0 CICs 

At the time FG D GIGs are.-expanded to four digits, a permissive period will exist 

which will permit the use of both the 1 OXXX and 1 01 XXXX GAG dialing formats. 

During this permissive period, four digit FG D CICs will be assigned in the 5000 and 

6000 number blocks. (Note: Industry consensus has not been reached on the length 

of the permissive period. The FCC was notified of the lack of consensus in a letter 

from the NANP Administrator to Richard M. Firestone, Chief of the Common Carrier 

Bureau, dated October 13, 1989.) 
In the future, it is the intent of the industry to open all four digit FG D 1 ooos blocks for 

assignment. The industry will review this intention to verify if all fciur digit FG D codes 

will be made available for assignment, or if it is necessary to restrict such availability 

to specific 1 ooos blocks. 

2.3 Integration of.Three Digit and Four Digit CICs 

Three digit FG B CICs will change to a. four digit format by incorporating the existing 

W digit, either a 0 or 1, as the lead digit. That is, a three digit FG 8 CIC with W=O, will 

become FG 8 CIC OXXX and FG 8 CIC with W=1, will become FG B CIC 1 XXX. New 

FG 8 CICs will be initially assigned in the 5000s block as stated previously. The 

structure of the FG 8 CAC is not affected by this change and, therefore, a transition 

period and associated permissive dialing period is not required for FG 8 expansion. 
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Accordingly, with the introduction of four digit FG B CICs, all FG 8 CICs will be four 
digit codes. 

Three di~it FG D CICs will change to a four digit format with the use of a leading ·o·. 
That is, an existin~ three digit FG D CIC XXX will become a four digit FG D CIC of the 
farm OXXX. As stated (Section 2.2) a permissive period, which permits the use of 
both three digit and four digit FG D codes and the corresponding 1 OXXX and 
101 xxxx CACs, will be required far FG D expansion. Ultimately, only four·di~it CICs 
and the 101XXXX CAC will be permitted. 

2.4 Contingency Plan for the Introduction of Four Digit CICs 

Four digit FG 8 or FG D CICs may be available for assignment prior to the exhaust of 
the three di~it codes. This availability is based an the capability, in some EC areas; 
to process four digit FG 8 or FG D calls before that capability is generally available 
nationwide. Accordingly, an entity may elect assignment of a four digit FG B or FG D 
CIC for use within a specific, four digit capable EC area. This option can be 
exercised, therefore, whenever technically possible prior to the exhaust of three digit 
FG 8 or FG D CICs with the followin~ understanding; 

The four digit FG 8 or FG D code assignment prior to three digit FG B or FG D 
exhaust is a voluntary agreement which may be used only in those areas 
technically capable of processing a four digit FG B or FG 0 CIC. 

3.0 ASSIGNMENT PRINCIPLES 

3.1 General 

Entities purchasing FG 8 or FG D trunk access or FG 8 translations access will be 
assigned a CIC from the appropriate pool. A request for FG 8 or FG D access must 
have been made before an entity's request for the issuance of a CIC will be 
considered. Assignments will be made consistent with all regulatory directives such 
as the standing FCC mandate which directs that access be available to all 
customers, not only traditional carriers. CICs will be assigned on a World Zone 1 
basis; i.e., there will be no duplicate assignments segregated by geographic region 
and, therefore, an entity can use the assigned code throughout World Zone 1. 

3.2 Procedures for Obtaining a CIC Assignment 

An entity should typically use the following procedure when requesting 
a CIC assignment. 

a) Contact an access provider, i.e., the local exchange carrier, and 
request the assignment of a CIC. 

b.) Place a valid order for FG 8 or D trunk access service, or FG 8 translation 
access service, where available, (depending on the type of CIC being 

·requested) with the access provider, indicating in order of preference, three 
CIC choices! 
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Provide to the access provider a list of all CICs currently held by the entity {see 

Section 1.3 for definition of entity), indicating the name of the firm(s) holding 

the CIC{s) if other than the enttty applying for the CIC. 

After receipt of a request for a CIC, the access provider will apply to NANPA for a CIC 

on behalf of the entity using appropriate forms for this purpose, attaching a copy of 

the written request for access service. NANPA will assign a CIC within 1 D working 

days of receipt of a CIC request from the access provider, and notify the access 

provider and the entity in writing of the assignment. Entity code preference will be 

honored to the extent possible, and assignments will be made in the order the 

requests are received. 

3.3 Assignments for IRCs and INCs 

International Carriers {INCs) and International Record Carriers (lACs) will be 

assigned CICs from the same resource pool as all other access customers. That is, 

there will be no special block of CICs reserved for code assignments to either INCs 

or lACs. 

There will be no specific allocation of codes for international services of an entity 

engaged in both domestic and international carriage. 

3.4 Reservation of Codes 

There will be no reservation of CICs. Rather, CICs will be assigned on a first come, 

first served basis, as FG B or D access service, or FG B translation acess service is 

ordered. 
· 

3.5 Matching of FG B and FG D CICs Prior to the Availability of Four 

Digit FG D Codes . 

An interim matching process will be available, however, to cover that period of time 

after the start of the assignment of four digit FG B CICs, but before the availability of 

four digit FG D codes. {This process will not be available for four digit FG B codes 

which begin with a 0 or a 1 ). Specifically, during this time FG B assignments will be 

made from the four digit pool but FG D assignments will continue to be made from 

the three digit pool. Accordingly, the assignee of a four digit FG B code will not have 

the opportunity to concurrently request of the administrator and be assigned the 

matching four digit FG D CIC. To provide to the assignee the opportunity to request 

the future assignment of the matching four digit FG D code, the following reservation 

process will be available: 

Entities requesting the assignment of a four digit FG 8 CIC may request the 

reservation of the matching four digit FG D code. Absent a specific request for 

the reservation of the matching four digit FG D code, no such reservation will 

be assumed or honored. 

• A request for a CIC may be made by an emily or its authorized agem. 
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The matching of a code will be valid tram the FG 8 expansion date up to, but 
no later than six months after the corresponding four digit FG D thousands 
block is opened. 

Matching will be honored only if the four digit FG 8 CIC is still assigned; i.e., it 
has not been returned to the assignment pool. 

The NANPA will inform, by letter, those entities with matching requests· 
notifying them of the matching date of the opening of the corresponding FG 0 
thousands block and indicating that the assignment of the code will be 
effective as of that date. The access service criteria associated with the 
assignment of CICs, described in Section 5, will govern the entity's 
responsibility for connecting service. 

Entities may choose not to request the matching FG D assignment. Naturally, 
if no matching request is made, the NANPA will not specifically inform the 
entity of the opening of the corresponding FG 0 thousands block. 

Entities acquiring four digit FG 8 CICs through merger or acquisition or other 
transfer mechanisms during this period will maintain the FG D matching 
request, if such a matching request was, in fac:t, made. 

3.6 Matching of FG 8 and FG D CICs Following the Availability of Four 
Digit FG 0 CICS 

With the expansion of FG 8 CICs to four digits, the NANPA will administer the FG 8 
and FG 0 CICs from separate pools. There will be no linkage (that is, implied 
reservation) between post expansion four digit CICs assigned for FG B or FG D 
access service. Specifically, an entity purchasing both FG 8 and FG D service must 
order the FG 8 and FG D CICs separately. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the 
CICs for FG 8 and FG D service will be the same code. The NANPA will however, 
make every effort to assign matching FG 8 and FG 0 CICs when requested to do so, 
giver that such matching codes are available. 

4.0 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CODES 

4.1 Pre-Four. Digit FG 8 Assignment Practices 

In the three digit CIC environment, each entity was allowed a maximum of three 
codes, a primary code and an additional two supplemental code assignments. 
(Note: Entities using a CIC for international traffic were allowed a maximum of four 
CICs; a primary code, an international code, and two supplemental codes). Since 
the introduction of conservation in March of 1989 (see Section 8), no further 
supplemental CIC assignments are allowed and new entrants can receive only a 
single CIC assignment. 

Entities holding greater than three CICs are encouraged to make a good faith effort 
to return those codes using the voluntary code return process described in Appendix 
B. (See also Section 5.4). 
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4.2 Post-Four Digit FG B • Pre-Four Digit FG D Assignment Practices 

With the introduction of four digit FG B CICs and the expansion of the FG 8 CIC pool 

to include 9000 FG 8 CJCs, but prior to the introduction of four digit FG D CICs. a 

maximum of 5 FG B CICs can be assigned per entity. During this period. FG D 

assignments to new entrants (i.e., any entity holding no FG D codes) will continue in 

the conservation mode (only one FG D CIC per entity) until the expansion of the FG 

D resource to four digits. 

Entities holding CJCs in excess of the maximum of 5 FG 8 and 3• FG D codes are 

encouraged to make a good faith effort to return those codes using the voluntary 

code return process described in Appendix B. See also Section 5.4. 

4.3 Post-Four Digit FG D Assignment Practices 

With the introduction of four digit CICs and the expansion of the CIC pool to include 

9,000 FG 8 CICs and 10,000 FG D CICs, a maximum of 5 FG 8 CICs and 6 FG D 

CICs will be assigned per entity. 

Entities holding CICs in excess of the' maximum of 5 FG 8 arid 6 FG D codes are 

encouraged to make a good faith effort to return those codes using the voluntary 

code return process described in Appendix B. See also Section 5.4. 

4.4 Special Use Code Assignments 

It is recognized that extraordinary and infrequent situations may arise where an 

entity, whose intent was to offer a service without the use of a CIC, is required to use 

a CIC because of a technical constraint in the access provider's network. With the 

introduction of 4 digit CICs, if the entity and the access provider agree that a CIC 

assignment is warranted because of such a technical constraint, and both parties 

also agree that no available technical alternative exists to provide the proposed 

service, the access provider and the entity will submit a jointly signed letter to the 

NANPA requesting the assignment of a "special use· CIC. 

This "special use" code assignment procedure can take place prior to, or after, an 

entity reaches the maximum assigned limit of CICs. The "special use" CIC 

assignment from the NANPA Will. NOT be counted in the assigned CIC total of the 

entity or the access provider. The NANPA will, in each such case, notify the FCC of 

its intention to make the requested assignment and will abide by any instructions it 

receives from the FCC thereafter. 

• NOTE: Entities assigned 3 FG D CICs prior to the conservation mode may continue to use those 

codes or take advantage of the voluntary retum process. 
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If an alternative to the use of a CIC subsequently becomes available (i.e., there is no 
longer a technical constraint in the access provider's network), the voluntary return of 
the "special use" code is encouraged (see Section 5.4). Moreover, if, after it has 
been established that there exists a technical alternative to the use of the code, and 
the entity chooses not to return it, the CIC WILL be counted against the limit of 
assignable codes. 

An entity can be assigned a maximum of two "special use" CICs. It is expected that 
such codes will be required infrequently and that few "special use" codes will be 
assigned. The industry will review the category of "special use" CICs annually, but 
will meet at the time the NANPA assigns the second "special use" code to a specific 
entity in order to examine the needs which required the assignments and, it 
necessary, to consider a change to the assignment limits. 

4.5 CIC Limit Review 

The number of CICs assignable per entity will be reviewed annually, beginning one 
year after the introduction of four digit FG B codes, or when needed as determined by 
the industry. It is intended that these reviews investigate the potential for further 
expansion of the number of codes per entity. 

5.0 Disposition of Codes 

5.1 Requirement for Code Retention 

It is expected that CICs, when assigned, will be placed in service within a reasonable 
time. Specifically, access service associated with the CIC must be obtained, and the 
CIC must show usage. Absent such service and usage, a reclamation process will 
be initiated consistent with Sections 5.2 and 5.3. • 

5.2 Requirement for Access 

If access service associated with a CIC has not been established within four months 
of the date of code assignment, the NANPA will inquire regarding the status of the 
CIC and, if appropriate, a certified letter will be sent to the entity initiating the 
reclamation process. The letter will state that the NANPA intends to reclaim the CIC 
at the end of a 60 day period if access service has not been established. The entity 
will also be notified by letter if the code assignment is withdrawn. 

Any code reclaimed will be made available for assignment by the NANPA after an 
idle period of at least six months. 

5.3 ReC!uirement for Usage 

If, after a CIC is in service, there is no usage associated with that code tor two 
consecutive quarters, the NANPA will inquire regarding the status of the CIC and, if 
appropriate, initiate the reclamation process. No usage is defined as no minutes of 
use, with test calls not included in the usage total. 
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5.4 Voluntary Return of CICs 

The voluntary return of CICs which are no Ianger needed by an entity is encouraged. 

In fact, a process by which such a return can be efficiently effected, is described in a 

separate set of guidelines. Those guidelines, entitled "Procedures ior the Voluntary 
Return of Carrier Identification Codes to the North American Numbering Plan 
Administrator" are attached to this document as Appendix B. 

Any code returned by an entity will be made available for assignment by the NANPA 

after an idle period of at least six months. 

6.0 ENTITLEMENTS 

6.1 Code Use 

Assignment of a CIC provides the "right" to use and retain the GIG consistent with 

these guidelines, to promote the use of the CIC as part of the carrier access code 

(CAG) for end user dialing, and to transfer the code to another entity as described in 

Section 6.2. Franchise operators do not retain any right to the GICs if the franchiser 
ceases operation or determines that its GIGs are no longer required. 

6.2 Transfer of CICs 

The assignment of a CIC does not imply ownership. Although not a formal asset of 
an entity, a CIG may be transferred to another entity through merger or acquisition as 
long as the CIC is in use. i.e., FG B or FG D access is being reported or can be 
verified by an access provider. The NANPA must be informed of such transfers to 
ensure that an accurate record of the entity responsible for the GIG can be 

maintained, and that the guidelines requirements are satisfied. Such requirements 

include those associated with the retention of CICs, and transferred GIGs will be 
subject to reclamation a.s are any other codes. 

7.0 Reclamation Procedures 

7.1 Assignee Responsibility 

The entity to which a CIC has been assigned shall return the CIC to its 
administrator if: 

It Is no longer needed by the entity for the purpose for which it was originally 
assigned 

• The service it was assigned for is discontinued, or 

• Reclamation Process: The procedure whereby NANP administration, as maintenance agent tor the 
CIC assignment guidelines, recovers codes which do not meet the requirements specified in the 
guidelines. (Note: NANP administration has the respOnsibility to attempt to recover numbering 
resources, especially unused numbering resources, as the sitUation requires. These guidelines 
canter no enforcement authority. Actual enforcement authority resides with the appropriate 
governmental or regulatory bocly .) 
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The CIC was not used or activated within the activation timeframe specified in 
these guidelines. 

In the latter case, the assignee may apply to the administrator for an extension 
date. Such an extension request must include the reason for the delay and a new 
activation time commitment. 

7.2 Administrator Responsibility 

o The CIC administrator will contact any CIC assignee(s) identified as not 
having returned to the administrator for reassignment of any CIC: 

- Assigned, but no longer in use by the assignee(s), 
- Assigned to or associated with a service no longer offered, 
• Assigned, but not activated within the activation timeframe specified in 

these guidelines, or · 
• Assigned but not used in conformance with these assignment 

guidelines. 

The administrator will seek clarification from the assignee(s) regarding the alleged 
non-use or misuse. If the assignee(s) provides an explanation satisfactory to the 
administrator, and in conformance with these assignment guidelines the CIC will 
remain assigned. If no satisfactory explanation is provided, the administrator will 
request a letter from the assignee(s) returning the assigned CIC. If a direct contact 
can not be made with the assignee(s) to effect the above process a registered letter 
will be sent to the assignee(s) address of record requesting that they contact the 
administrator within 30 days regarding the alleged CIC non-use or misuse. If the 
letter is returned as non-delivered the administrator will advise the INC that the CIC 
will be made available for reassignment following the established idle period, if any 
unless the INC advises otherwise within 30 days. 

o The CIC administrator will refer to the INC for resolution any instance where a 
CIC has not been returned for reassignment by the assignee if: 

- The CIC has not been activated within the activation timeframe 
specified in these guidelines, or 

- A previously activated CIC is not now in use. 
• An activated CIC is not being used in accordance with these 

assignment guidelines. 

• If a CIC is not activated within the activation tirneframe specified in these 
guidelines and the administrator determines, by discussion with the CIC 
assignee(s), that the reason for the non-activation is not within the control of 
the assignee(s), the administrator may extend the activation date by up to 90 
days. 

The CIC administrator will receive, process and refer to the INC for resolution 
any application from CIC assignees for an extension on an activation date 
when the: 

- Activation has not occurred within the 90 day extension, 
• Administrator believes that the activation has not occurred due to 

reason within the assignee's control, or 
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- Assignee requests an extension in excess at 90 days. 

Referral to INC will include the offered reason why the extension is requested, a 

new proposed activation date, and the administrator's recommended action. 

The CIC administrator will make all returned CICs available tor assignment 

following the established idle time, if any. 

7.:3 INC Responsibilities 

The INC will: 

Accept all referrals of alleged non-use or misuse of CIC from the CIC 

administrator or any other entity, by referring issues to the Resource 

Management Workshop 
Investigate the referral, 
Review referrals in the context of existing assignment guidelines, 

Attempt to resolve the referral, and 
Direct the CIC administrator regarding the action, if any, to be taken. 

Absent a consensus resolution of the referral or non compliance to the resolution 

by the CIC assignee, the case will be referred by INC via the CLC process, to the 

appropriate regulatory body for resolution. 

8.0 CONSERVATION 

8.1 The Need for a Conservation Mode 

Conservation involves efforts to preserve the availability of codes. A conservation 

mode and the restrictive assignment policies associated with it slows the assignment 

rate, conserves the dwindlihg resource, and allows the industry time to circumvent 

the possibility of exhaust. . 

The assignment level at which a conservation mode is invoked, therefore, must 

provide adequate time for the industry to plan for the accommodation of additional 

entities, develop and publish the necessary associated technical documentation 

describing the plan, provide the necessary softWare/hardware modifications to the 

necessary network elements, and deploy those modifications throughout the nation. 

It is estimated that these efforts require at least five years. 

8.2 Conservation Rules tor tne Three Digit CIC Envirdnment 

Conservation Rules established for the three digit ClC environment, which remain in 

effect, invoke specific measures upon the assignment of the 700th 3 digit CIC. At that 

time (which occurred in March, 1989), no further supplemental codes can be 

assigned. Accordingly, new entrants will be assigned only one code. Those entities 

holding less than the maximum of 3 ClCs will not be assigned additional 

supplemental codes. 

8.3 A Conservation Mode for the Four Digit CIC Environment 
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A detailed conservation plan for the four digit CIC environment will not be oescribed 
in these guidelines. Rather, the NANPA, as administrator of CIC assignments, will 
monitor the assignment rate and level, predict the potential for exhaust, and report its 
findings to the industry. With this information supplied by the NANPA, the industry 
can determine the need for a formal conservation mode and its associated 
measures. 

Those measures might include restrictions on the maximum number of code 
assignments per entity, an aggressive effort, beyond that already in place, for code 
reclamation, and the convening of an ICCF sponsored commrttee to begin the 
necessary planning to accommodate the need to assign more than 9,000 FG B 
and/or 10,000 FG D CICs. 
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REQUIREME!"''TS FOR QUARTERLY LOCAL EXCHA.NGE C.-'>.RRIER (LEC) 

Al'>.'D E?-lTITY ACCESSJiJSAGE REPORTS 

To assist W. the adJ:u.in.isrruion ai Cmi;r Identification Cades (CICs), LECs and entities arc 

rc:qu;stc:.:i to provide QC ac:::ss and usage: :infon::cation =n qumc:r 10 North Ammcan Numb; ... ing 

Pla.il a6ministntion (NANPA). Tne accessiusage reporting r~ui:rc:mc:m.s descriecd below have 

been developed for use by the LEC::S imd 1:.::~titic:.s in ~paring the quanerly r~on:s. 

A. LEC Rq;orring F onr.ar Requiremm!S 

The recuir=ent.s for t!i.e LEC quarterly access/usage n:pom include the abilicy to submit th<:: 

r~oru lo. macltine readable form. i.e., on eomputc:r ciiskettc:.s (3 1/2" or 5 1/4"). LECs :;Jroviciing 

Far:urc Group A (FGA), Feat= Group B (FGB) antllor Fearurc Group D (FGD) service, 

particularly the Bell Opm.ti.Ilg Companies a.nd those LECs with greate: than 30 CICs in their 

s.:..~g an:a. are StrOngly encoungeci to submit their reportS on diskette to reduce the effon 

reauirc:.:i for data en!!)' and to facilitate CIC analysis by NANP A and the FCC. The format for t.'le 

daia to be "C:resentcd on diskette is described below. To assme compatibility with NANPA md 

FCC data inuy somvare, LECs suomlrt:Wg quml:l"ly repoz:u on diskette must use this forn::w.. 

The following rules shall apply when providing quarterly :r=pons on diskenc:.s: 

a. Th= format for eacb. ret;Q!d will consist of o~e ASCll text line with eac:h field separated by a 

eo= "," delimiter. The delimiter shall not be consido:n:d pm of ;my field. 

b. On= n:cord shall be provided for eacil ClC md fer each state wh= service is provided by the 

LEC 
c. The maxixmlmlinc length. ("mcluding eo= delimiter.;) fer each reccrd is 88 eharact=rs. 

d. All fields muSI be zeprcsentcd in each rcccrd. T1w; is, if infonna.tion fo:r a field is not available 

or is blank, e.g., some endti~ do not have zn ACNA, a delimiter will ii!lmeriiately follow th= 

p~vious dclimitt:r, i.e. "," to indica.te this lack of information. 

e. To avoid confusion with the c:omma delimiter, no co= slWl £x: part of the data in ;my field, 

particularly in tbc entity name field whm it is common to follow the entizy name with. Inc. 

Each record shall consist of the: 11 fields shown below. 11inimum and ma;ctmum lengths are 

specified !or each ficid. A IJ:Jicil:num field length of "0" implies the information is unavailable or 

blank. A reeord will consist of a sequence of fields following the order shoW!1 b=low, i.e., cic, 

etiame, aena, •.. 

FIELD 
LENGTH 

NAME DESCRIPTION TYPE MIN MAX 

~ Cmi;r 1C=?ti.tirarion Code Tc;o;t 0 4 

cname Entity l:I2IIle 
. Te:xt 0 40 

atm. Access Cmicr Name Abbreviation Text 0 3 

fgb_starw Fear= Group B Tnmk Access & 'W" digit Tc;o;t 1 2 

fgd_stat Feature Group D Tnmk Access Text l 1 

fga_use F= Group A Usage Text l 1 

fgb_use Fca= Group B Usage Text 1 1 

fgd_usc Fcatur: Group D Usage Text l 1 

lex: Name of state in which sc:rvice exists, using Text 2 2 

SWld:ard ;2-ch.anct:rpostal c:odes (e.g., NJ) 

U'C da.tc lzt date that a chmge was made on !he :record Tat 0 s 
.- Abbreviated Exc:iwlge Cmic: Name (e.g., S~T) Text 15 

= 
2 



ENTITY ACCESS/USAGE QUAitTERLY HEI'OIIT 
ATTACII~mNT U 

llcpon for_ Qunrlcr 19 _ Date ___ _ 

Entity Name:-----------

TRUNK ACCESS4 USAGE5 

crc1 RNTfTY1 ACNA3 FGB FGD FGII n;n LEC ACCI,SSr; 

955 LGR, Inc. LGR I y N y NYNEX 
9S5 LGR, Inc. LGR AO D y N United T'L 
9.'i5 LGR, Inc. LOll 0 y y y GTE l'L 
970 XYZCo. XYZ D1 N N N Sou!hern Oell 
970 XYZCo. XYZ N A N y Come! 

Entity Address Contact Name Tclcphm1t: Nn. 

r-i cld DO<cri p ci mu: 

I. CIC- A 3 or 4-digil Canlcd<ltnllllcmlon Cotlo nuigne.l lly lheNonb A<nerlcnn Nnml>crlnc I' Jan ntlministr;uimt (NANI'A). lr>fonn;uion for all CIC<Itchl hy I he 
cnlily Jhaultll>t: rcroned. 

1. ENTITY- Name of en lily thai holds the CJC. 

J ACNA- A 3-dmrnclcr Access Carrier Name Abl•revlo!!on nsslgnc<IIO lhc entity requesting oCIC. lutve hlonk irno ACNA i< provhlctl. 

•1. TllUNK ACCESS- lmllcatcs Jr I'Gil nnd r-GD rmnks nrc in service iRIIle U!C (l.c.lnslollcd) using lite tlcsignnlians shown l>clow. Cha11gcs in T'GU or FOD trnuk 
nc~:r.<s rwm !Itt rmvim<s qn ..-1 crly "'JlOrl slm n be lnd lc~!etl, tlsin g tile dcsi~:nadon s tltown below, only r "' ntlll lnmk n~eoss, or r or mm!lltti:J] i scrJ nn~tl of 1 mnk 
~tens. 

s. USAGE- lndlcolcs if !here ore minulos of mo (Le., MOU>O) for ran nnd/or POD service using the dosign01imos, Y ~Yes <>r N = N<>. 

G. U!C ACCilSS- ln<licnlcs nllrhc I.ECs where ncooss hos been (lUre hosed for II porllcu!or CIC. Wl•csc OJ1propri01e, indicate the region or the Ll!C, e.g., GTE-FL. Tn 
kup the llsliflg for each CTC mnnoccob!c, I he number cr entries In this cclumn mny be limited lo seYcn J>Cr CIC, ollhc discrollon of !be reponing emily. 

Pcm1i 1 did c T m nk Access Des i&n ol ions: 
PGil 

1 ~ T'Gillmnk ncccss with "l"llsllle W tligil (I.e., !lSO-WXXX), no chonge f1001 rrcvious "'pnrt 
o .. FOD lnmk access wlllt "O"lls lite W dlgll, no change from previous report 
Y " r<ID \mnk llCCOSS, ItO cltDngc from preY]OlS ltport 
N = N11 r-on tmnlo: ncccss, na cltoncc fmm prcviot1s rep-on 
A 0 .. ru D trunk acccn ocr I voted since the previous report wltlt "0" as I he W dig II 
A 1 " I'Gll lnlllk DCCCII octlvnlctl since I he prcv]mllltpllrl with "I" as lhe W dlell 
nr 11' ·. -·nl: 1f ··•ronnccltd sincr 11f"''•us TCIIOrL wllll "0" Ill lhc w ,,. 
Ill :d~ tk •. l!:-l mncctcdsinct ,~ srctiOrlwillt"l"ns!hcWt ~ ) 

\1G ll 
Y = T'GD lmR): ~cccss, no chan&c fmm pr~-•ion< rcpmt 
N =No FGD lnmk nrecss, >10 clmu~:e fron1 previous rqKl!l 
.A= FGO 1nu1k ~cccss octiv~!«l since I he Jlrcvinus rq•ml 
n" 1;01) lnmk .cccss disconncctctl siocc I he prc•ions tcpml 

:r 
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ENTITY ACCESS!IJSAGE QUARTIWLY HEl'OltT 
A'ITACIJlviENT t: 

ltcport for_ Qum1cr 19_ D;uc 

E11li1y Nnmc: -----------------

TRt!NJ{ ACCESS _l!SAf!!L 
CIC ENTITY ACNA FGO FGO FGU FGil LEC ACCESS 

-----

En lily Address---------------- Contact Name--------- Telephone No. ____ _ 
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PROCEDURES FOR T.dE 

VOUJNTARY RETh"RN OF CARRIE.'t\. IDE.,..,"TTFFCA TION CODES TO 

NORTH AMERIC.~'\' NUMBER!i:fG PLAN ADM!N!STRA T!ON 

SUBJECT 

General 

Entity Notification to NANP Ad.miniscration 

NANP Administration Initial Notification 

LEC and Entity Negotiations 

NANP Administration Notification 

CIC Recoverable 

CIC Not Recoverable 

LEC and Entiry Activities 

NANP Administration Completion Notification 

SECTION 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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1.0 GENERAL 

1.01 Tnis docum~:-.! provides recomme:ui~d proc!!dures ior use by enmu:s 

volunrariiy re!:l.-r::.ing one or more assigned Carrie~ Identification Codes 

(CICs) to Nonh Am~ri::;m Numbering Plan (NANP) administration. These 

recommended procedures were developed through consensus at the 

Industry Carrie:-s Compatibility Forum (ICCF) in an effort to increase the 

oool of available CIC(s) and to supplement the ICCF-developed ""CIC 

Assignment Guidelines". 

1.02 When d·,is document 1s reissued, the reason will be e;cp\ained in this 

paragraph. 

2.0 ENTITY NOTIFICATION TO NANP ADMINISTRATION 

:Z.Ol When an emity decides to rerum one· or more assigned CICs to the 

resource pooL that e~.tity will notify NANP administration in writing. The 

notification should include, at a minimum, the following information: 

• CIC(s) to be returned 

• List of Local Exchange Curlers (LECs) in which 

the CIC may currently be active 

· Estimated start date for negotiations with LECs 

· : List of otllc:r entities· that would be affected by 

· return of the CIC(s) 

3.0 NANP ADMINISTRATION INITIAL :-fOTIFICATION 

3.01 Upon receipt of written notification from the entity, NANP 

administration will review the quarterly Emity Usage Repom and 

quarterly LEC Usage Repom to verify CIC status. NANP administration will 

att!!mpt to identify any other LECs which may be affected by return of the 

CIC(s). 

NANP adminisrration will notify tb.e entity of any discrepancy between the 

entity's list of involved LECs and result of NANP adminisrration verification 

of LEC usage repom. 

. ~;. 
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3.02 Upon completion or tne verification proc!SS, NANP adminis<ration 
will inform affc:::t::d puti~s that ir has received notiii.ca.tion of an entity's 
ofier to begin discussion on rerum of a ere. 

N'ANP administration will use the monthly ere assignment report to k:eep 
the LECs informed of ere return activity. 

3.03 If N A.l'~P. administration and the entity determine that the ere is 
unused, NANP administration will advise the LEes that the code has been 
returned. 

4.0 LEe AND ENTITY NEGOTIATIONS 

4.01 Once NANP administration is notified, the entity will contact the 
LEe(s) to identify all aspectS oi reclamadon planning. These plans may be 
LEC specific or l7!ay include multiple LEes. depending on the ere involved. 

4.02 The entity will provide a written status report to NANP 
administration that includes: 

Estimated date that negotiations will be complete 

• Target return date for .the eiC(s) 

• Final return date 

• LEe contact information 

The first report is to be provided within 60 calendar days following the 
estimated start date for negotiation with LECs as defined in 2.01 above. 

Subsequent r~pons are to be provided every 30 calendar days therc:tfter. 

4.03 If the reclamation planning results in the entity's determination th:lt 
the CIC(s) wiil not be returned. NANP adminisrra.tion must be notified in 
writing by the entity that the c:odc will not be returned and may provide 
the reasons why. 

4.04 If the reclamation planning results in the enmy s determination that 
the eie(s) will be returned, NANP adminisrration must be· notified in 
writing by the entity that the code(s) will be returned and specify the iinal 
return date for the eiC(s). 

':'.•.:.-' · ... 
'.·:. ...,., . 
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l_QS Ii a s:;uus report has not be::n re::eiveci as oe!:neo 1:1 so::::ion <1.02 

1bove. );_!_NP ;z.dmi:J.is!r2.don wiil contac: :h: ::-airy to C.e~~:-mine th~ sratus. 

S.O ~ANP ADMINISTRATION· NOTIFICATION 

5.01 CIC RECOVERABLE - After 1:-iA..N"P o.ciministration has bee:1 notifieci in 

writing as specified in 4.04 that all involved parries have reached 

~greement, NA.l\""P administration will issue a CIC Redamation Confirmation 

Notice. This notice will inc:lude a proposed m.n and completion date for 

the overail reclamation of the CIC(s) based on the iniormation orovided in 

the written notification in <1.04. 

5.02 NANP administration will monitor the r~::lamation project to ensur: 

progress is continuing toward completion. 

5.03 CIC ~OT RECOVERABLE - if NANP administration has been notit1ed in 

writing per <!..03 that no agreement has been r:ached of the CIC(s) 

recovery, NANP administration will contact the involved parties to offer 

assistance to resolve the outstanding issues. 

If th<: issues remain unresolved, NANP administration will notify all 

involved parties that the recovery effort will not b<: complet<:d, 

If the issues are resolved, NANP administration must be notified in writing 

as speeified in 4.04. 

6.0 LEC AND ENTITY ACTIVITIES 

6.01 Upon n:::eipt of the ere Reclamation Confirmation Notification and the 

target completion date from NANP administration, the involved parties will 

initiate th<: necessary internal and exu:.rnal activities to facilitate return of 

the CIC(s). 

6.02 Upon comp!<:tton of the reclamation project, the entity will notify til:: 

NANP administration in writing that all work is complete. 

7.0 NANP ADMINISTRATION COMPLETION NOTIFICATION 

7.01 Upon notification in writing from the entity that all work has been 

completed, NANP administration will advise the involved parties that the 

r~clamation of the C:IC(s) is complete. This information will also be 

available to the LECs in the monthly CIC: assignment report. 

",! 
.--;~ 
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OVERVIEW 

Voluntary C/C Return Process 

Entity notifies NANP 
of plan to return CIC 

• 
From quarterly reports, 
NANP: verifies if CIC is 
unused, or advises entity 
of EC(s) involved if in 
use 

' ,.. 
Entity negotiates with 
EC(s) fer CIC return 
M Fixes target date 
M Notifies NANP 

• 
If ere returnable, NANP 
issues CJC reclamation 
confirmation · notice 

• 
Entity and EC(s) 
complete activities to 
facilitate Cle return 

Entity notifies NANP 
when all ere return 
work is completed 

NANP issues ere return 
confirmation notice 

It CIC is unused, NANP 
recovers according to 
guidelines 

It ere net returnable, 
NANP notifies affected 
parties 

.:."?' 
:::::;~· 
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DetaUed Flow Chart For The Voluntary Return Of A Carrier Jdentificalion Code 
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Detailed Flow Chart For The Voluntary Return Of A Carrier /dentificafion Code 
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